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MIDPOINT INTERPRETATION

Midpoints enable you to improve your interpretation in a
stunning way using a solid base of astrological keywords.
What is a midpoint? A midpoint is a point in space exactly
halfway between any two planetary bodies that adds vital
information to your interpretative picture. Midpoints combine
the qualities of the planets between which they lie.
A Mars/Pluto midpoint combines Mars energy with Pluto
intensity resulting in ‘intense energy.’ When a third planet such
as the emotional Moon contacts the Mars/Pluto pair then you
have great extremes of emotion and energy. The many unique
planetary midpoint combinations in this Compendium are listed
in alphabetical order to give you valuable keyword information
at a glance.
At the top of each midpoint page you will see two planets listed
along with the description of the qualities of these two planets.
Next, read the effective and ineffective manifestation of the
qualities of these planets.
The table shows the reaction when a third planet makes contact
with the original two planets.
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The effective manifestation of the midpoint is always listed
first followed by the ineffective manifestation. Ineffective
manifestations are listed in [brackets.]
Note: A person with a particular midpoint combination in their
chart can possess one or many of the keyword adjectives listed
after the various midpoint combinations.
For example: You need information about a person with a
Moon = Sun/Venus midpoint. Your Compendium tells you
the following effective and ineffective manifestations of this
planetary combination:
Mo=So/Ve Emotionally affectionate/loving
[Weak - Moody - Maudlin]
This person may, at times, be moody but not necessarily weak
or weak but never moody. In other words, the individual often
will not possess every keyword listed for effective or ineffective
manifestation.
You will easily recognize the outstanding traits from knowing or
even from hearing about that person.
Now, contemplate each planetary combination as you keep
lifestyle and temperament of your client in mind
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SUN/MOON ‘WELL BALANCED PERSON’
Effective:
		

Happy - Cheerful - Peaceful - Harmonious - 		
Blending well

Ineffective:

Agitated - Disturbed - Disharmonious nature

Me=So/Mo

Intellectually well balanced
[Critical - Nit-picker]

Ve=So/Mo

Affectionately well-balanced
[Artificial - Phony]

Ma=So/Mo

Strong-willed - Energetic well-balanced
[Harsh - Brutal feelings and self-expression]

Ju=So/Mo

Happy - Philosophic
[Extravagant - Arrogant]

Sa=So/Mo

Stable - Disciplined
[Cold - Cynical - Unfeeling]

Ur=So/Mo

Uniquely progressive or independent
[Autocratic - Eccentric - Obstinate]

Ne=So/Mo

Sensitive - Intuitive
[Vague - Undependable - Emotionally
confused]

Pl=So/Mo

Intense but well balanced
[Fanatic - Extremist - Violent]
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SUN/MERCURY - ‘THINKING PERSON’
Effective:

Intellectual - Communicative - Objective

Ineffective:

Critical - Aimless - Narrow - Dogmatic

Mo=So/Me

Thinking influenced by the emotions
[Maudlin thinking]

Ve=So/Me

Thinking influenced by love
[A phony talker]

Ma=So/Me

Energetic thinking
[Argumentative person]

Ju=So/Me

Thinking with strong philosophy
[Arrogant disorganized thinking]

Sa=So/Me

Disciplined, stable thinking
[Cynical, oppressive or inhibited thinking]

Ur=So/Me

Inventive original thinking
[Erratic - Odd thinking or communicator]

Ne=So/Me

Intuitive, sensitive thinking
[Vague, disorganized or
thinking]

Pl=So/Me

Clever persuasive thinking
[Fanatic, hasty or domineering thinking].
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SUN/VENUS - ‘AFFECTIONATE PERSON’
Effective:

Loving - Sociable - Loyal - Affectionate - Honest

Ineffective:

Pleasure-seeker - Unstable - Phony Person

Mo=So/Ve

Emotionally affectionate/loving
[Weak - Moody - Maudlin]

Me=So/Ve

Mentally affectionate
[Conceited, vain person]

Ma=So/Ve

Sexually strong and affectionate
[Sex and affection conflict]

Ju=So/Ve

Happy affectionate person
[Negligent or Conceited]

Sa=So/Ve

Great loyalty in love - Creative strength
[Selfish, insensitive or cold]

Ur=So/Ve

Highly romantic and affectionate
[Strong-willed, touchy and self centered]

Ne=So/Ve

Affection with sensitivity
[Sensual, undependable or insincere]

Pl=So/Ve

Intensely: Loving or Creative
[Demanding, Fanatic or Erotic]
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